Argentophilic intracytoplasmic inclusions in multiple system atrophy.
Argentophilic intracytoplasmic glial inclusions were recently reported in olivo-ponto-cerebellar atrophy (OPCA). We examined the brains of 3 cases of OPCA [2 with striato-nigral degeneration (SND) and 1 without SND], 1 case of pure autonomic failure (PAF) without pathology of OPCA or SND, as well as 36 controls including 2 cases of Holmes' type cerebellar cortical atrophy and 2 cases of Joseph's disease. Although the inclusions were tubulin-positive, the immunoreactivity was different from that of the dendrites. Electron microscopically, the microtubular structures composing the inclusion were fuzzy with granular material. These findings may indicate that the microtubules composing the inclusions are modified. Inclusion-bearing cells appeared to be oligodendrocytes while many of them had larger and lighter nuclei than those of normal-looking oligodendrocytes without the inclusions. The inclusions were widely distributed in a characteristic fashion beyond the typical lesions of OPCA, SND and PAF. The distribution pattern was essentially the same in the case of PAF and 3 cases of OPCA irrespective of the presence or absence of OPCA or SND lesions. In contrast, argentophilic inclusions were not observed in other types of spinocerebellar degeneration, in Holmes' type cerebellar cortical atrophy or in Joseph's disease. It is suggested, in line with other studies, that the inclusion may be specific to OPCA and related disorders which include PAF and a useful marker to distinguish OPCA from other neurodegenerative diseases.